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EPISODE 1
INT. TRAIN ZIPPING THROUGH NORFOLK COUNTRYSIDE - DAY
We see a missing person's poster in Joy's hand. It's HOPE, a
friend of our story's hero, JOY AMICABLE.
JOY (V.O.)
I must find Hope. They say that
nobody's seen her since she was
helping the Fallen Angels.
We're on a train to Great Snoring, Norfolk. A young woman
(Joy) in a trench coat and fedora hat.
Joy folds the missing person's poster and tucks it in her
coat breast pocket.
She picks up her notebook and taps her pen on a note about
Hope: 'Fallen Angels', 'H&H' - and, on the last row 'parents?'
The lively villages pass by and the wind beating the lush
green pastures gradually fades into a faceless glass-andsteel city, towering in the distance.
EXT. GRAND CENTRAL STATION - DAY
The train pulls up at the grand central station in Great
Snoring. Detective Joy through the dispersing smoke, we
encounter a horde of corporate looking apparatchiks.
JOY
The epidemic of missing people seem
to bother no-one...
Missing people posters fly with the wind. Our figure pushes
through the crowd, evading their eyes.
JOY (CONT’D)
And who are all these people
anyway? Their gaze is intense, but
I can't tell if they're happy or
just lost.
As Joy walks through the crowd, an ominous SILHOUETTED FIGURE
follows Joy with their gaze.
EXT. GREAT SNORING CITY CENTRE, MAIN STREET - DAY
Narrow city streets bustling with people. We lock on a down
and out executive behind a cardboard sign: BUTTER ME UP.
We see the ominous silhouette behind Joy in a dark alley.

2.

Yeah,
on in
but I
smell

JOY
something’s strange is going
the neighbourhood all right,
can’t put my finger on it. I
a rat.

EPISODE 2
EXT. DESERTED ALLEY - MOMENTS LATER
Joy's notebook CU: Joy jots down a note about Hope
- Benedict's
- Milkshake Bar
She walks along a deserted alley.
JOY
The alley was fit for the living
dead. I was curious.
As she turns the corner, Joy sees places she used to frequent
with Hope, that are now derelict.
JOY (CONT’D)
'Benedict's Knick-knacks.' I have
been to this shop.
She sees another familiar place (off-screen or Joy's
reaction).
JOY (CONT’D)
Happy Cows Milkshake Bar.. Hope
loved it there..
Joy passes a disoriented looking man, sitting against a brick
wall with an advertising billboard on it: We build with Soul.
She holds him by the collar, staring into his vacant eyes.
JOY (CONT’D)
"Have you seen my friend
Hope?...Hello - anybody in there?"
EXT. STREET CORNER GARDEN - CONTINUOUS
Through a nearby chain-link fence, Joy observes...
JOY
A slight, weary looking woman.
Still smiling, while pulling the
curtains. How strange...People are
behaving in a most peculiar
fashion. Hmm.

3.
Below the windows, a sedated looking man digs in the garden.
JOY (CONT’D)
What's this? Pretty weird.
Joy is snapped out of the man's intense gaze...by a donation
girl - it's Hope!
HOPE
Donation for the Fallen Angels,
miss?
All the changing imagery of the once familiar city swirls
around Joy's head...What can she believe in?
JOY
Hope? That's you, right?
What is going on..?
EPISODE 3
EXT. THE AMICABLES HOUSE - EVENING
Title card in a missing person style.
Outside Joy's suburban house in Great Snoring. Binmen are
going through the family's rubbish, watched by a black stray
cat. One of the binmen feeds the cat with scraps from the
bin, while keeping an eye on the house. On the bin lorry we
see a HH logo with "Hogwash Hygienist" text underneath it.
The other man sends a hand signal to a nearby car. Strangely,
we hear a walkie-talkie voice directing the binmen.
BINMEN WALKIE-TALKIE
It's all clear. Collect all the
dirt you can.
From the street, we can see Joy yawning and stretching,
through the upstairs window of her father’s study.
INT. JOSEPH'S STUDY - EVENING
A voice wakes up Joy, who has fallen asleep in her father's
study:
HOPE
Donation for the Fallen Angels,
miss?
INT. JOSEPH'S STUDY - EVENING
Joy bounces up, shaken from her reverie:

ERASED

Step outline (feature, first pages only)
Dmitry Tolonen

INT. NADIA'S BEDROOM (2003) - MORNING
CHARACTER VIGNETTES:
NADIA DREAMS ABOUT YOUNG EMIL
Late summer morning.
skin, delicate hairs
standing in front of
bleached soft light.
behind her.

We open with fuzzy images of beautiful
on a feminine neck. We show NADIA, late 37,
a mirror examining her pregnant belly in
From the mirror we can see an empty bed

She turns to look at EMIL, a man in his 40s, lying asleep on the
bed.
Glancing back in the mirror, we see Nadia look at her
belly again now turning to other side slowly. We see healed
razor-blade marks across her lower abdomen and groin area,
wrists. She looks up.

INT. NADIA'S BEDROOM (1981) - MORNING YOUNG NADIA
Closer, we see eyes looking in the mirror. We now see an
attractive young brunette, YOUNG NADIA, 17, stoically putting on
an evening dress, covering her wrists with decorated bracelets.
Caressing hands enter from behindher to fit the dress on.
Written in lipstick on the mirror is: "how God is using her to
show His love." Her mother, noticing this, turns her chin, and
kisses her on the cheek, smiling: "now, put your make up on."
We see images of the girl waiting, passive. She looks through a
window, touches it.
INT. HOTEL ROOM (1981) - MORNING
EMIL, an actor in his 40s.
Light rain: we see Emil's flight arriving in Helsinki.
He shows his passport, ticket, picks up light luggage and is led
to a car. He touches the car window, rain flowing down it. At
the hotel, we see him drinking his late morning coffee,
inspecting the wrinkles that have appeared under his eyes.
He flicks through channels: we come across a exploitative
entertainment report about Emil's 'disappearance and possible
suicide'.
More channels. He lands on porn which he watches vacantly.

2.
INT. HOUSE IN THE FIELD, LIVING ROOM (1981) - EVENING
We are in the living room of a country house. We pass a table
with Jewish mystic ornamentation and move towards a table at the
window.
It has a black and white photograph of young athletes. We see a
vast field outside.
EXT. BENCH IN THE FIELD (1981) - EVENING
We see an old woman, ELEONORA ZIMMER, late 70s, sitting on a
bench - looking out into a field at dusk.
We see the house in the distance.

INT. VICTORIA AND MARC'S BEDROOM (1981) - MORNING
VICTORIA AND MARC
We see Nadia's parents, a couple in their 40s. They are busy
with daily tasks - receipts, publicity stills - while dressing
for something more important. Though they are seemingly unaware
of each others' presence the husband seems to be observing his
wife in a controlling manner.
INT. HOTEL ROOM (2003) - EVENING OLD EMIL
We see a man in his 60s, OLD EMIL, looking in the mirror
of a darkened hotel room. He returns the telephone on
the hook. He's been drinking for so long that it no longer has
an effect on him. Packing, he's been getting ready
for somebody to pick him up.
We focus on the television set. Flicking through channels, we
see news about the Iraqi war: a charity worker hostage has been
killed. He watches this impassionately, helplessly. He ends on
an entertainment news programme showing the first images of a
documentary retrospective about him, his name 'Emil Virta' on
the screen. Tired, he looks at the image of himself, stood in a
confessional of some sort. He's ready to leave the room.
END OF VIGNETTES: To: black.
LOWER THIRD TITLE CARD: "ERASED"

3.
INT. ARCHIVAL MONTAGE SEQUENCE (2003)
We open with a montage of archival footage, as the off- screen
narrator introduces us to a history of wartime writers,
composers, journalists and film makers. Among the images is an
old black and white image of a white female photographer on a
photoshoot in Africa.
The sound of audience clapping and discussion fades in over the
images.

INT. TELEVISION STUDIO (2003) - EVENING
We are watching a LIVE TALK SHOW being broadcast. A female host
leads a discussion about public role models and their
responsibility during wars - WWI, WWII, Vietnam, Iraq
etc. We see views of the audience as the guests talk in the
background.
We enter the discussion mid-way.
An Italian visiting Professor, and specialist in 'celebrity
activism', is talking about the importance and responsibility of
public role-models in the media throughout history.
Interrupting the Professor, the host directs a question to Emil.
A long-time charities spokesperson and cultural icon
representing Finland, Emil has returned to accept a lifetime
achievement award after some 20 years' absence from home.
Emil looks blank.

INT. DARK ROOM (1981) - AFTERNOON
We see fuzzy images of a pretty young woman in a darkened room,
smiling lovingly and speaking to us. We hear the audience over
her image.
INT. TELEVISION STUDIO (2003) - EVENING
Emil seems ill at ease and preoccupied, momentarily frozen by
something in the audience.
An educated, 'angry young photographer' type guest snaps at the
host about the show trying to piggyback on current media
attention thrown on Emil by 'a nation desperate for acceptance,
especially foreign acceptance'. He mockingly accuses Emil of
being a fraud, first and foremost a fraud to himself.
We hear Emil mumble something incoherently. He stares vacantly
at the host, tries to answer but suddenly excuses himself.
There is confusion.

4.
The host tries to cover up smoothly by continuing to another
guest, to whom we see the camera turn jerkily.
We see the Floor manager signalling to 'go to commercial'; the
transmission is cut.
INT. STUDIO CORRIDOR (2003) - CONTINUOUS
Emil stumbles into the dimly lit studio corridor.
Sickened, he tries to support by leaning on the wall. We hear
the crowd unrest as we see slivers of audience behind Emil's
bent-over silhouette. Lifting his head, he gathers his courage.
INT. GREEN ROOM TOILET (2003) - EVENING
EMIL BURSTS INTO THE STUDIO TOILETS, BOLTING THE DOOR BEHIND
HIM.
Standing before the mirror, he takes a long, shivering stare at
himself. He is clearly shaken.
Leaning heavily on the sink, we see Emil looking down. We hear a
hollow thud and a woman scream, somewhere far in the distance.
Slow: we see water splash over both sides of the sink.
As we withdraw from the sink, we see Emil exit the mirror,
dipping his head in the sink.
INT. GREEN ROOM TOILET/EXT. ROAD SIDE (1968) - EVENING
We hear the toilet door opening. A YOUNG EMIL, in his forties,
enters the room. Terrified and motionless, he gazes in the
mirror to examine the scratches on his face, the blood on his
shirt.
We hear the sound of breathing and a car running, as Emil lets
the situation hit him. He moves back to take a better look.
Turning around with him, we slowly move towards the opposite
toilet wall which has now faded to black, showing an actual road
on the border of Helsinki.
In the distance, we see the red brake lights of a car.
Hesitantly, he walks towards his car, stopping half-way.
(NB: this is a partial three-wall set lit on location, or threewall set in studio with unlit empty studio space with car and
city backdrop as back projection etc.)
EXT. ROAD SIDE (1968) - EVENING WE LOOK AT EMIL.
The toilet wall behind him has disappeared, now showing only the
road.
We see Emil considering his options.

5.
We see his car waiting, Emil again and, finally, the cause of
his worries - a young woman lying on the road side in the
background.
Emil's lips, bitten. And the woman - breathing, we follow the
dried tears on her cheeks and scarred lips.
After this hesitation, we see Emil getting in the car and,
closing the car door, leaving. Wider, we are shown a traffic
sign 'Helsinki' and the city skyline.

INT. DARK ROOM (1981) - AFTERNOON
Long fade in to young Nadia, lying on the floor, day dreaming.
We see her eyes, lips, smiling.
We see Nadia busy with daily, routine rituals.
From outside a window: Nadia bounces up to paint on the window
with a lip stick: 'How God is using her to Show His Love'. She
is pleased with the line.
TIME PASSING: We see several apparitions of Nadia overlapping,
as she carries about her business around the room. The bathroom
door is slightly ajar, lit by natural light outside.
In the bath: both innocent and sensual, Nadia toys with the
water. She is talking to herself, recounting a story about a Sea
of Black Tree.
We see a young, giggling girl of eight pop her head up from the
bath water opposite Nadia, who we find has been telling the
slightly off-key childrens' story to. The girl squeezes her
nose, ticklish from the water.
Nadia talking in a mysterious way about her obsessions as if
they were some kind of coming-of-age ritual. The little girl
listens without understanding, it's all a game.
Nadia gazes out of the window, sedatedly. She remains there,
dreaming of something. Her blurred view of the light-drenched
window expands to form an inverted cross.
We see a field with stretched, blackened trees and the light
changing, suddenly to over cast. Blurred and frozen- in-air, we
see a dog in this white misty field savage a black bird as the
dark clouds gather.
Seemingly frozen in time, we see people working further in the
field.
Nadia sits in the white steam of the bath. The little girl has
disappeared.
Nadia continues to speak: she says she doesn’t know how to place
her memories - they’re fragmented.

6.
She seems to be talking directly to someone, convincing them
about being a grown real woman and that her mother has
‘abandoned her’ - she’s clean and happy now.
We see time-lapsed dark clouds traveling across the sky.
She exits the bathroom, hair dripping, and steps in front of
full-length mirror. She takes a crude, revealing polaroid of
herself. She takes out a red felt-tip pen and writes on it in
Russian: ‘your fire’.
Still naked, she opens a dark scrap book on the table. She glues
the polaroid in her scrap book where we see some unfinished
thoughts:
I do not hate, I love.
You hate what I love.
You destroy what I love.
This is why I must destroy you.
You can’t run. You won’t escape.
You won’t remember me but I am all those women.
I can’t forget (struck through)
I can’t remember. I am coming. (Wait for me.)
We see more double exposures of Nadia in the room, time passing,
carrying out with daily tasks which by now feel strangely
ritualistic. Talking to someone who’s not there, she seems to be
rehearsing for something. We see the bathroom door slightly ajar
in the background.
In the now much darkened room, Nadia holds up a card angel.
Having examined it in awe, she licks it.
She strikes a match.
The match burning, she says with a drugged smile:
“You will fail, you will fall down.”
“...And no-one will be able to hear you because you’re too far
away.”
The angel takes the flame. We hear the distant echo of children
playing happily, which carries over to:
INT. HOTEL ROOM (1981) - EVENING
...

Dendrokronologia
Dmitry Tolonen

Front titles begin. Cut to:

Radio Voice:
the temperature in your capital,
Petrozavodsk, is now +15.1 degrees, and we're
heading for a scorcher of a summer...(voice fades
out)
(voiceover)

Ext. by a lake in Karelia, Northwest Russia. Dusk (1617).
Fade from black to:
A man without a shirt and in white trousers, stands alone by a lake
in the Karelian wilderness, looking into the depths of the black
surface. His reflection is fading because of the dusk.

Front titles continue:

Title:

Dendrokronologia

Cut to:
Same image, but a reflection of a flame appears in the dark waters.
Cut to: close-up of hands holding a candle, which self-ignites.

Petia (OTS):
(whispers)

Vaan kuitenki kaikitenki la'un hiihin laulajoille,
la'un hiihin, latvan taitoin, oksat karsin, tien
osoitin. Siitäpä nyt tie menevi, ura uusi urkenevi
laajemmille laulajoille, runsahammille runoille,
nuorisossa nousevassa, kansassa kasuavassa.
He kneels to lay the candle into the waters.
Cut to: he opens his hand, we see that the candle has disappeared.
Fade to white.
Cut to:

Ext. through car windscreen, somewhere in southern
Finland. Afternoon(1995).
Radio voice in car:
Mohammed, 23, listens to Gallup interviews on the radio, driving. The
interviews concern the nearby elections to join the European Union.
Mohammed is half Tunisian, half Finnish. He is near the end of his
military service. He does odd jobs as a photographer.
(interview fragments)

...What is the point in joining a foreign body that
is going to drain our resources and impose new
cultures, which we didn't ask for in the first
place? ...
...I..I think that it's a very good thing. The fact
that we can go abroad and get cheaper booze...
...the thing about cultural interaction is...
He turns off the radio.
Cut to:
Mohammed pulls into the delicate, manicured courtyard of The Aino
Treatment Centre, a facility for 'deprogramming' of victims of
religious exploitation. The complex, with its pristine birch trees,
streams and meadows, is guarded by high metal gates.

Int. Aino Treatment Centre. Afternoon.
Nurse
Good day. Visiting or dropping off?
Mohammed
I'm here to pick up my sister, she is a patient
here... Juurikko. Yasmin - She's been here for,
ah...
Nurse
(leading him down a corridor)...um, 'our artist'
...she spends all her time making embroidery. It's
quite special, actually. She was one of her group's
quietest, and all of a sudden - these patterns.

She says she's never learned it. It comes to her
automatically.
Mohammed
...Is she spending more time awake now?
Nurse
You're her brother, aren't you? She often mentions
you when she's confused. She had hoped you would
come by Easter.
The nurse sits Mohammed down on a bench along the corridor. She
indicates to him to wait there.
Cut to: close-up of Mohammed's expression as the sister arrives
(offscreen). Fade to black.

Int. living quarters in a hut, in Karelia. Night (1617).
Petia (OTS)
(whispering)

Tuhoa tuomahan, perkele? Vuotten saatossa verta
vuodattamahan. Jo laulut loppuhi, sanat nalvetyvi.
Sisaren maito rinnasta kuivettuvi, sapeksi, mustaksi
kylvettyvihi.
Cut to: back view of Petia:
He hears a sound of something moving outside the hut, and turns his
head to the camera. Camera speed slows down to show flicker and ends
on a still image of Petia.
Slow repetitive musical theme (voice), without words, fades in and
continues to next scene.

Female voiceover
Hiidenpoika. Muitten maitten petajia taivaltaapi.
Sen jos kohtaapi, lopun aatto haamottaapi. Perkele.
Hiidenpoika, sudenpoika...

Cut to:

Ext. Park, fouled with rubbish a after large celebration,
Helsinki (1995).
Yasmin sits in the background as Mohammed takes pictures of wasted
park.

Yasmin
...I don't know. I was in. Remember? Father says I
should start working. Becoming... 'more dynamic'.

Mohammed
Oh yeah? Minka takia?
Yasmin
No... se on ny alkanu olee iha raivo. Funaa, hei, et
ma puhuin puille tuolla! Ma olin iha seis. Mut faija
on alkanu ajatteleen Suomee ja kaikkee. Se on IHAN
skitso.
Mohammed
Casually still facing the other way, snapping pictures.

But you're okay now, right? (Yasmin is silent)
Anyway, I'll be finished soon. I'm going to take a
bit of time off.
Yasmin
What are you gonna do?
Mohammed
Don't know. I'm going to follow the plot. All
this... is ...like this here, garbage. That's what
our great hypocritical country is. How long have we
believed in it anyway?
Cut to: Mohammed turns to Yasmin and walks to her. He picks up her
chin. Close-up of her, smiling, and being distracted by a dog in the
background.

Cut to: Yasmin's pov, but there is nothing to look at.
Cut to: Close-up of Yasmin. She looks back up at Mohammed, and
laughs.

Ext. Industrial site in Carelia. Cloudy Day (1995).
A large tractor of a Swedish-Finnish company digs in to the soil in
the depths of a Karelian forest. We're by a small lake. A new road is
being built for tourists to be able to cross the country. The
inhabitants have received a nominal settlement to re-locate.
The Tractor driver stops filling the lake with soil. He has
discovered something in the swampy waters. It is three dead young
women in white dresses.
Cut to: Mohammed, in a crew van, steps out into the cold and takes a
picture of the women. The Militsia turns up and Mohammed leaves in
the van with the film crew he has got an assignment with.

Int. Hotel Room in Petrozavodsk, Karelia. Evening (1995).
The door is open. Mohammed enters the hotel room. 'Satumaa' is
playing in the background and he peeps out to the corridor again,
before closing the door. He goes to the window and looks out at the
city. The electricity goes out. As he turns around, three young women
are sitting on his bed and chair at a table, but disappear as the
lights come back on again. He finds a copy of Kalevala at the bedside
where Gideon Bibles usually sit. This is a Finnish hotel.
Cut to:
Mohammed sits on the bed, rubbing his eyes. He is startled by the
telephone. It's Yasmin.

Yasmin
Moi! Olitsa soittamassa mulle? Miten sun matka meni?
Mohammed
(scans around the room and notices a piece of patterned
embroidered cloth) Joo, ihan okei. Kuule voinks'

ma
soittaa sulle huomenna...onks sulla kuin asiat?
Yasmin
Nothing new really. I'm going on a trip with mum.
She's calling it 'getting education in me'. Well,
anyway, I'll speak to you later, then?

Keys of Heaven
by
Ilmari Aho and Hamy Ramezan
Translation from Finnish
by Dmitry Tolonen

Draft 8 / 5th February 2013

For Real Productions Ltd
info@forreal.fi

PARATIISIN AVAIMET

ONELINER

Iran 1984. Kodittomat veljekset Majid (14) ja Adel (12) yrittävät selvitä jokapäiväisestä elämästä sotaa
käyvässä maassa.

LYHYT SYNOPSIS

Iran 1984. Kodittomat veljekset Majid (14) ja Adel (12) yrittävät selvitä jokapäiväisestä elämästä sotaa
käyvässä maassa. Iranin presidentti Ali Akbar Rafsanjani julistaa, että jokaisen 12-72-vuotiaan
iranilaisen tulee osallistua vapaaehtoisena pyhään sotaan. Iranin valtio tilaa puoli miljoonaa muovista
avainta Taiwanista. Ne ripustetaan rintamalle lähtevien lapsisotilaiden kauloihin. Avainten tarkoituksena
on avata taivaan portit marttyyrikuoleman jälkeen.

KEYS TO HEAVEN

ONE-LINER

Iran, 1984. Homeless brothers Majid (14) and Adel (12) try to survive their daily lives in a war-torn
country.

SHORT SYNOPSIS

Iran, 1984. Homeless brothers Majid (14) and Adel (12) try to survive their daily lives in a war-torn
country. The President of Iran, Ali Akbar Rafsanjani declares, that every 12 - 72 year old Iranian should
volunteer for the Holy War. The State of Iran orders half a million plastic keys from Taiwan. They are
hung around the necks of child soldiers leaving for the front. The purpose of the keys is to open the
gates of Heaven after a martyr's death.

1 EXT. HIEKKA-AAVIKKO -- PÄIVÄ
Rytmikkäät jymähdykset täyttävät aavikon. Hiekkadyynin edessä seisoo ylvään
näköinen nuori sotilas, joka on ESILAULAJA (35). Hän katsoo edessään olevia
miehiä ja valmistaa heitä henkisesti tulevaa taistelua varten.
Toistasataa miestä istuu maassa suuressa puolikaaressa. Heidän päidensä
ympärillä on punaiset huivit, joita koristaa koraanin säkeet. Ympäristössä
nähdään eri kokoisia kuvia Ajatolla Khomeinista. Lipputangon päässä on Iranin
lippu.
Miehet ovat eri ikäisiä. Nuorimmat ovat 12-16-vuotiaita, vanhimmat yli 70. Miehet
hakkaavat rytmikkäästi rintojansa oikealla kädellään. Hakkaamisesta kuuluu
kova, matala jymähdys.
Esilaulaja alkaa laulaa.
esilaulaja
Taistelussa ilman armoa, olkaa valmiit, olkaa
valmiit!
Sotilaat vastaavat.
sotilaat
12. imaamin armeija, olkaa valmiit, olkaa
valmiit!
esilaulaja
Te sotilaat valmiina uhrautumaan, nyt on aika
olla rohkea!
sotilaat
Khomeinin armeijan sotilaat, marttyyriuden
hetki on koittanut!
esilaulaja
Rakkauden puolesta! Uskon puolesta! Olkaa
valmiit! Olkaa valmiit!

1 EXT. DESERT - DAY
The desert is seized by a pulse of loud thuds. We see a proud young soldier in
front of a sand dune, THE LEAD SINGER (35). He looks at the men in front of him,

preparing them spiritually for the upcoming battle.
Almost two hundred men sitting in a semicircle on the ground. They are wearing
red scarves on their heads, decorated with verses from the Koran. Surrounding
them, are different sized pictures of the Ayatollah Khomeini. At the top of a
flagpole, we see the Iranian flag.
. The men are of different ages. The youngest are only fourteen; the oldest over
seventy. The men pound their chests rhythmically with their right hands. The
pounding creates a loud and deep thud.
The lead singer begins to chant.
LEAD SINGER
Towards battle without mercy,
be prepared, be prepared!
The soldiers respond.
SOLDIERS
The twelfth Imam's army, be prepared, be prepared!
LEAD SINGER
Ye soldiers, ready for sacrifice,
now is the time to be brave!
SOLDIERS
Soldiers of Khomeini's army, the
moment of martyrdom has arrived!
LEAD SINGER
For love! For faith ! Be
prepared! Be prepared!
Extra shot: One of the boys is MAJID.

“ZERO” (Two Page Outline)
Dmitry Tolonen
Sept. 2006
One-liner: “Celebrity couple meets their dying guardian angel.”

ZERO tells the story of a black celebrity couple (Peter and Agnés), whose collapsing marital and
professional life is interrupted by an otherworldly young girl, Mégane, dying of Progeria.
Peter , in his late 30s, is an actor whose career has turned into a celebrity life of collecting
increasingly meaningless awards. He has lost the purpose of acting, of REALLY being a
spokesperson for a minority voice. He suspects, but cannot voice, that someone has been trying to
control his life and career for a while now.
Agnés is recovering from a unsuccessful pregnancy. She’s too is in her 30s, and
been a successful and well-paid model. She has undergone a lot of cosmetic surgery, a sacrifice
she once felt worthy of being recognized in the world of beauty and fashion.
Returning from her obstetrician, Agnés sits on the tube, travelling home. Opposite her is
a beautiful, but bald, young girl. Agnés drifts off into fantasy, thinking about her recent, but
concealed abortion. Just as she imagines the girl approaching her, the train suddenly halts to a
still, and we see the girl in reality getting off.
As we follow the this girl, Mégane, outside through various streets, we find people
preparing for a fancy awards ceremony taking place in a luxurious hotel. Mégane slips in past the
Doorman. She walks in, marvelling at the beautiful guests in formal dress, and goes on to place
herself at a table with other guests enjoying the food.
She recognises Peter, in the distance, from a magazine Agnés carried in the tube. Peter is
slightly drunk and is mocking the awards he apparently is about to be honoured with later. He is
told to freshen up, and doing so, looks for the nearest exit to escape.

Mégane follows, curious. She runs after him and finally sees him staring at his reflection
in an television shop’s window. He enters the church opposite, and out of pity, she follows.
Meanwhile, Agnés has arrived home; alone and in despair, she tries to hold on to a semblance of
normal life. Her husband’s pleas are heard on the answering machine. She leaves, constricted by
the walls of the flat.
Peter notices Mégane entering and though fearful, he starts to relate to her. Hiding in the
aisles, they talk – about her illness, God, parents, his condition and his wife. He wants to be
unknown, to start over again. We cut back and forth between images of the ceremony as the two
talk in voice over. The door goes. Over in the other side of the church, Agnés has come to see
Father Elliott, the priest. It feels as if Peter has somehow instinctively been drawn to this place,
right now.
After hearing Agnés confide in the priest, we hear a book fall. Mégane promptly rises,
before Peter can react. Walking slowly towards her, Agnés realises they’ve met before. She
caresses Mégane’s cheek, but frightens the girl away by her melancholic beauty.
Staring at each other, the couple dash out to the street and follow Mégane. They run back
through the streets Mégane chased Peter, all the way to the hotel. Entering the foyer, there is a
sense of deathly calm. Where is everyone? Entering the now darkened Banquet Hall again, Peter
hears a girl’s voice. Looking down the corridor, all he sees are footprints, running away from
him. Peter and Agnés are alone, together. There are no guests, no ceremony. They have found
each other again.

The Children of the Sun
Synopsis (animated short, first pages only)
Dmitry Tolonen
————

Dream sequence: children in a park, on the swings, stealing kisses, the sensation of fingers
touching, skipping rope, excited laughter under the embrace of a warm sunlight, which envelopes
all and casts long, black shadows all over the tarmac.
Dawn, an twelve-year old girl, wakes up. Looking around, the room seems emptier than usual.
She has been dreaming during class at a special school and Nordic research institution in Finland
for children with a xeroderma pigmentosum, an especially rare skin condition, where the children’s
skin is dangerously sensitive to the sun’s rays. This is where the children - foreign to this land spend their days, while also being monitored to unlock the secrets of cancer and ageing.
Bandage Boy, eleven, jokes about Dawn always having the same dreams in class. He goads her
to open the school front door already. Getting up from her desk, Dreamy Dawn literally levitates
in the air, as she follows Bandage Boy to his room.
Hovering out of the classroom, Dawn hears an argument in the hallway. The parents of
another girl, Alice, have brought formal, bureaucratic education officials to meet their teacher,
Sophia, who has secretly been substituting more and more hours a week for the children to just
share dreams in class. For these children, who know well their fate of dying young, and who live in
a very sheltered, but boring indoor world provided by their fearful parents, dreaming is, as Sophia
calls it, and escape and ’the purest form of art’. The officials seen distant and pity the children.
Alice’s traditional and intimidated parents threaten to have Sophia fired for inspiring futile
hope in the children, which they think will hurt the children in the long run. Overprotective, they
don’t trust the physical and mental safety of their children if they become too enthusiastic about
their chances in life.
Near the school’s back door, we see other parents discuss how it is now more dangerous to stay
outside at night nowadays, not being able to trust your safety anymore. School staff, who are
smoking a cigarette by the back door, are half-listening to a broadcast about a sea of refugees
pouring into the country, and complain about the world being a more suspicious place. They stump
their smokes in the early snowfall, uninspired by the characteristically Finnish, jet black sky.
Alice, a frail teenager with the degenerative disease progeria, but stuck in the same school with
the other children, grabs her fashion collage books and rushes off upon hearing her parents’ plan to
take her from school.
Alice retreats from the adults to her room and places her collage books on her night desk. She
sees the light snowfall through the window. Then, she catches her reflection in the window. In
stark contrast to her book of perfect models, she looks like an old man, with an oversized, bald,
wrinkly and venous head.
Across the hallway, she sees Dawn and Bandage Boy revealing their passive hopes of seeing
more of the outside world. They’ll never do it, or get out. Furious, and facing her own forced
departure, she walks over and barks at them, daring them to help her leave and go to see the

sunrise. For a moment, Bandage Boy loses his bravado and looks stumped. He adjusts the
bandages on his face, which cover recent plastic surgery for face burns. Alice leaves, seething.
Elsewhere in the school, young Alphonse, nine, sits in his usual spot on top of a cupboard,
observing the world pass by. He often pretends he lives in a tree, however being stuck inside the
building leaves few options to see the world from the high vantage point of a tree. His attention
turns to Blink, a nine-year-old boy who is transfixed by the television, now left unattended by the
adults, who have retreated to argue in an office at the other end of the school. He stares at the
people in the radiating box of light, moving closer to the television. Bandage Boy hides behind the
door, before slowly entering, Dawn in tow, to see what Blink has discovered.
The flickering television presents a panoply of serene summery landscapes, masses of poor
people escaping something in the snow - and beautiful people applying sun cream in a commercial.
Alice enters the room. She has formulated a plan to escape the school: she shakes a bunch of
keys in one hand. They all put their meagre savings in a pot on the table. It’s now or never We see the school’ s back door ajar and the hall stand on a painted blue and white wall,
liberated of the children’s overcoats.

As the parents are occupied with the authorities, the children sneak out of the school and
towards the evening city. Slipping down darkened alleys, they peer into houses in the
neighbourhood. They see house after house of families living their mundane daily lives. Blink
drops his sunglasses at the sight. Looking through the windows, they see children neglected to
their video consoles and televisions, pensioners left staring at walls, people sitting passively on their
sofas.
They take the first bus they see. Boarding the bus, they attract the examination of passengers.
The children look like awkward space men in their winter clothes and sunglasses, which normally
provide cover from the dangerous sun rays. People are staring at Alice.
Slowly, seeing the darkened sky and the passengers’ eyes, the children discard their protective
hats and sunglasses. In turn, they begin to observe their fellow travellers, now shyly avoiding their
eye contact.
Alice has brought a map with her. Folding it over the backrest of a bench, she scans the paper
for the best route to their destination. She tells the team about a park at the other end of the city; a
park with magnificent trees, swings, rides, on a hill top with the best view of the city and the
sunrise. Suddenly, the bus halts - it has reached its terminal stop near the city centre and the
children have to get out and make their way by foot.
Meanwhile, back at the school, the parents have noticed the children’s absence. Many of the

parents are paralysed by this, however Alice’s parents, further angered, begin to look for the
children.
Regrouping, the children forge ahead like a pack of tourists, trying to navigate the city’s streets
and alleys with Alice’s map.
They pass several bars and clubs with adults in a drunken, chaotic state. A couple break out
into an argument, frightening the children.
Running off, they follow the bustle of the chilly night city, with the homeless mixing with the
well-to-do walking past them. People in line for some kind of fashionable restaurant. A sunlight
bar.
Turning off to a quieter street, the close in on a makeshift urban refugee centre at a hostel. An
angry mob has gathered around the building, throwing bottles and yelling at the occupants. A
frightened group of children peer from behind the curtains of a window, catching our characters’
sight, before being whisked away to safety. Alice and her friends gaze in amazement of the activity.
Blink remains put, staring at the lit fires.
A couple of streets down, they see a governmental retirement home hit by recent budgetary
cuts. Through the windows, they see the same they saw in the suburbs: people sitting sedated, now
with medication, with attendants absent. Alice catches a glimpse of her aged features in the
window, and in a burst of fury, she dashes off to the front door of the retirement home. The
surprised children look at themselves and scurry after her.
Alice and hear team burst into the main pensioners’ room, but their entrance receives a delayed
response. The children walk around the pensioners, who gaze back with muted smiles. The
children wave their hands in front of the pensioners’ faces to gauge response - nothing. A meeting
of young and old, both within touching distance of death.
Alice darts for the radio, broadcasting a bland news story about more government cuts and
revived markets, and turns the knob furiously: disco music! As the life in the pensioners’ eyes
lights up, Dawn takes the hand of a woman who has fallen asleep. From the street, we see that the
children have resuscitated the whole room.

…

‘Plasticine’ (työnimi/working title)
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Screenplay development tool

Dmitry Tolonen
Foreign Element
www.dmitrytolonen.com

Sample chapters on website:
Introduction
Aristotle
Syd Field

Syd Field's Screenplay (1979)
Field's Paradigm

Syd Field’s Screenplay paradigm

Love him or hate him, Syd Field is often the name that first comes up
when people speak of screenwriting theory or gurus. There are seemingly
two Syd Fields: one who relishes the art and craft of film and what it can
do to elevate the human race; who emphasises depth and the avoidance of
cliché; who quotes his mentor Jean Renoir: "perfection is only ana idea";
who states that you either have talent or not and that this is beyond his
humble capacity as a teacher - and the one who re-iterates nuances in a

constantly perfected screenwriting paradigm with very few mechanical
parts to learn.
He is also the king of reduction: Field polishes and reduces his core
tenets over the course of books, videos and workshops and computer
applications to the point of zen-like minimalism. Although he speaks very
passionately and in detail about the more subtle levels of writing (NB his
favourite stage: redoing dialogue) and avoiding cliché, the core elements of
his work and process remain, as he too would say, simple and simple to
master.
Although many items on his list of [screenwriting elements] are
essentially not new - as he himself states -, Field's legacy is that of a
passionate teacher as well as a clever marketer of a systemic, product-like
screenwriting approach that has affected us all, future screenwriting gurus
and practitioners, lovers and haters alike.

Preparation - subject, storyline and paradigm

Preparation - subject, storyline and paradigm
Idea > subject (line)
Syd Field’s screenwriting system begins quite naturally with a seedling
idea. For Field, however, an idea is only a passive, ‘vague notion’, which
needs to be made active and structured. The essence of this idea must be
extracted into what he calls the subject or subject line. This subject line is
not your whole story, but what the story is about: it consists of two
elements: action and character.
Subject (line) > storyline and onto paradigm

The storyline leads Field to define a couple of central terms in his thought:
structure, dramatic context, plot points, all of which add up to what he
calls the paradigm.
Structure, summarised by Field, means ‘to build or put something
together…the relationship between the parts and the whole’. In a story
such as a screenplay, such essential building parts would include scenes,
sequences, acts, characters and so on. These are fixed together in a whole
Field calls The Storyline. Structure, he claims, is like gravity and what
holds everything together.
The natural fact that most things, like stories, have a beginning, middle and
end, is used by Field in following the common convention of breaking a
screenplay up into Acts I-III. These three acts themselves express
‘contexts’, which like a space hold the content of the act together, like a
strand of pearls on a necklace. The contexts of the acts are, in order:
Set-up (Act I) - setting up your characters, dramatic premise and situation
(a conceptual description of what the story is about) and relationships
between the characters
Confrontation/conflict (Act II) - rooted in your character’s essential
dramatic need (“what they want to win, gain, get or achieve”), the majority
of the screenplay revolves ‘contextually’ around the ability of the character
to overcome the obstacles in the way of this need - or fail in doing so.
Resolution (Act III) - “Resolution means solution. What is the solution to
your story?” This concerns how the story unravels and is solved, and is
separate from the literal end scene or sequence.
The moment that the acts turn into another he calls plot points. His
definition for these points, the purpose of which are to move the story
forward, is “any incident, episode or event that hooks into the action and
spins it around into another direction”. Although a story will have many
plot points, at this stage of developing a story, Field focuses on two main
plot points: numbers I and II.

A paradigm, to Field, is “a model, example or conceptual scheme.” He cites
an example recognisable from Plato’s theory of ideas, whereby the
paradigm of a table is ‘a top with four legs’. He continues to describe
various kinds of tables that fit under that description. Screenplays are no
different, although their details and fine details change. “The paradigm
itself doesn’t change; it’s still a top with four legs.”
Laid out on a simple version of Field’s paradigm, they would look like the
above illustration.
In developing the subject line into the storyline, Field suggests starting by
determining the ending: how does the story end? How does it resolve? If
you don’t know, how would you wish it to end?
After this, do the same for the opening, then plot points I and II.
Remember the contexts of each part as well as the function of the plot
points in furthering and spinning the story in a new direction.

The tools of creating character
All drama is conflict/Character is action
At this point, Field (in different incarnations of his thought, books,
workshops and computer applications) either moves on to developing the
storyline further via a ‘narrative treatment’ or index cards, or as we’ll do
here, character development. In this area, Field uses a lot of exercises,
including free association and character biographies, to generate material.
In his books, Field draws inspiration from many diverse writers such as
Hegel (whose dialectic logic can be seen inspiring conflict in scenes) and
Joseph Campbell’s The Power of Myth to Henry James’s The Art of
Fiction and The Art of Illumination and Aristotle’s The Poetics, and the
latter two have especially influenced Field’s understanding of character and
the notion that ‘all drama is conflict’ and ‘character is action’.

As Field puts it:
“All drama is conflict,” Field states, “Without conflict you have no
character. Without character you have no action. Without action you have
no story. Without story you have no screenplay… Action is character. Film
is behaviour.”
To paraphrase James: ““What is character but the determination of
incident…what is incident but the illumination of character?” and “the
incidents you create for your characters are the best ways to illuminate
who they are.”
Henry James also wrote, in The Theory of Illumination, of the character
occupying a centre of a circle shared with all the other characters he
interacts with. Upon each interaction, the other characters can “reveal, or
illuminate, different aspects of the main character.”
Dramatic need, four essential qualities of a character and the midpoint
Waldo Salt’s technique of first creating a simple dramatic need for a
character, one that is clear enough to strike a universal chord ‘in the
Everyman’ and expresses the essence of the character, but upon which one
could add layers of detail and colour, resonated in Field.
Similarly, working with Sam Peckinpah, Field discovered how useful
structure could be in the development of character. Field had already learnt
the importance of a strong, eye catching opening while working on
documentaries at David Wolper Productions. However, in the middle of
writing the Wild Bunch, Peckinpah told Field how he likes to hang his
stories around a centrepiece - he’d build the action up to a specific event in
the midpoint of the screenplay and let everything subsequent be ‘a result of
that event’.
Further working with Peckinpah and reading his Major Dundee
screenplay, Field came to a conclusion about the essential qualities of good
characters, of which there are four:
- the characters must have a strong and defined need

- and a (strong) individual point of view
- they should personify an attitude
- and go through some kind of change or transformation
As an exercise, you might write short texts on each of the above points.
This starting point, and basing characters on action, will give you a good
head start in creating strong characters.
Creating a character at Sherwood Oaks
One of Field’s favourite exercises at Sherwood Oaks Experimental College
was creating a character together with the class. Everyone collaborated
over a couple of hours in creating the character, with a need and an action,
out of which the story idea would emerge. Field would ask the students
questions and the material would be formed into an idea, although he notes
that this technique would sometimes produce interesting material,
sometimes not.
Character biography
- Field uses writing exercises a lot: combining flow of consciousness and
free association with broad directions to generate material that you can edit
later. He recommends starting with 5 or so pages on the character in
general: their name, where they were born, the character’s parents and
their vocation, siblings. Then, he suggests further texts to develop the
character’s first 10 years, second ten years and third ten years, focusing on
what we generally take as the interests, thoughts and conflicts - both
external and internal - during those ages. You might even try writing in
first person, but only if it works for you, but most of all - “have fun.”
Definition: backstory versus biography
Field makes a distinction between biography and backstory. The latter is
what happens “your main character a day, week or an hour before the story
begins”. It deals with specific events that “charges the beginning of your
screenplay with energy and emotional tension… it should influence the
opening scene of your screenplay.”

THEATRE, OPERA AND PERFORMANCE

ENO$Interactive$
Call$to$tender:$Lost$Highway$behind$the$scenes$project$$
The English National Opera is seeking a professional film team to undertake to produce 6 videos
which provide an insight into six specific aspects of the new production of Lost Highway at the
Young Vic.
Aims:
Whilst serving an audience development remit, these videos must embody the spirit of adventure,
dynamism and dedication to quality that all ENO projects employ.
The films must also rise to the challenge of representing the spirit of this unique piece of theatre,
which promises to be ‘an experience’, ‘dislocating’, ‘unexpected’, ‘not easily explained’. For an
insight to the piece, watch these videos: http://enolosthighway.blip.tv/#590912
Objectives:
Each film must be no longer than 4 minutes, a creative piece in and of itself, and have an
identifiable artistic style.
We want our audiences to:
- watch one film, want to watch more films and want to share the experience with others
- want to buy a ticket
- feel involved in the production
- feel as though they are being given privileged access behind the scenes
- feel included in a dialogue with ENO: videos will offer a comments function
The films:
The six areas on which we would like the videos to focus are:
- The directorial process of Diane Paulus: (http://www.barnard.edu/theater/dianepaulus.html)
- The vocal dexterity and techniques of David Moss (www.davidmossmusic.com)
- The sound design of the piece as created by Markus Noisternig
(http://iem.at/Members/noisternig/)
- The production design – including the division of a car which will be a part of the staging
- The orchestra
- The video design of Philip Bussmann
To Apply:
ENO invites interested parties to submit a creative response to the brief, details of past work
(including a showreel), and a breakdown of your budget for delivery of the 6 films. Send to
rcastell@eno.org
!

Proposal – ‘Behind the Scenes of Lost Highway’ ENO/Young Vic Theatre, 2008
By Dmitry Tolonen and Pentti Turunen
We would like to emphasise that the following has been submitted within the remit of
a ‘creative response’ to the brief. Should the company wish more traditionally
produced ‘talking heads’ type documentaries, we shall be happy to discuss this.
In addition to its function as viral advertising, ‘Behind the Scenes of Lost Highway’
will strive to meet the artistic challenge presented. Our approach will be to give a hint
of the creative processes by letting each person explain their favourite part of the
composition, their work as well as personal feelings (in character or privately, about
world issues, broken instruments etc.), on camera and in voice-over, while showing
them at work during the rehearsals and in private preparation.
In particular, we wish the subjects to describe what they are doing in intricate detail,
while showing dislocated footage and/or Extreme Close-Ups of their hands etc. in
action, of inanimate objects and reflections on surfaces. This separation aims to create
an intense concentration, almost monastic craftsmanship towards and hoped outcomes
of ‘the purpose’ (ie. perhaps literally the rehearsals, or perhaps all of this is part of
the show, the narrative).
To put a marketable spin on the terms used in the brief, we will understand the key
three words as follows:
-

-

An experience = using, but not relying on words, or on words telling the truth.
Visceral imagery and sound perhaps contradicting words in places. The viewer
being in flux with the film. The videos are ‘added value’, separate weekly
narratives which plug into the upcoming performances, creating an intriguing
cult-like atmosphere, where the viewers receive ‘knowledge for privileged
individuals’.
Dislocating = a fragmentary, extreme Point-of-View narrative as above. Jump
cuts between fiction and reportage. You will find out ‘the answer’, like with a
Jig-saw puzzle, one piece at a time.
Not easily explained = the truth is there is no ‘answer’, apart from each
person’s individual answers, but what was the common purpose? Each 4
minute film leads their own, parallel life, but at the same time they all build up
to a parent narrative, which you can only experience live – ‘at the crime
scene’.

Proposed episode outlines, to be discussed as there is more information on the
Company’s own ideas for the films.
Each episode will have a mysterious end hook regarding the following week
1. “The Director’s Living Jigsaw” The first film, the mood-setter. The director’s
feelings as a person in a foreign land – mysterious muted footage following a woman,
a mute singer - walking in the city, her and others’ voice-over thoughts, with

potential experiences and people/characters flooding her consciousness. She enters a
house, but the film blows to white. “text overlay: help me”.
2. “Vocal discovery” Theatre bathroom – a glass of water, a man clearing his throat,
or being possessed by the devil. A mirror in a dimly lit room. Moss describing
something. Showing Moss’s vocal work and range as fun for an uninitiated audience.
Showing Moss half in costume-half out, half-frightening half sympathetic, like a Tim
Burton creature. We see the book he has been reading the descriptions from but it is
empty, or a different text. Figures of inspiration in the shadows.
3. “Consciousness distilled” the exchange of blurred and sharp Extreme Close-Ups of
technical audio equipment, knobs and faders moving as if living creatures.
Noisternig’s sound design and wildtrack sound used in the background leading the
image. Following cables outside, fading via a dark corner to exterior nature imagery,
making an odd pact with the sound. Use of jarring images to contrast the techical
equipment images (according to the sound) to suggest an uneasy marriage between
the human and technology, on the way out of the dark corners of ‘the building’,
before a blurred hand forces the lens cap on again (forcing a return back inside).
4. “Porous Environments” Creating a parallel between building a person, a skeleton
(perhaps voice over describing what one would do if they lost parts of their body, how
they’d get around) and the scenography in Lost Highway. Bringing into this the
division of the set car, keeping to Close-Ups of disassembly (as visual parity to
mental breakdown). Without still giving away the scenography of Lost Highway in
it’s entirety, we will use inserted shots from weeks 1-3 and this week, and sounds of
bones, knuckles crushing on top of imagery of the scenographer washing blood his
hands in a sink. Continuation of the week 3. theme of creating a sublime monster
between ethereal human things and concrete mechanical things.
5. “The Ultimate Rock Band” Picking three musicians – we start with samples playing
in the background. We see life in the green room, but as a waiting room for something
we aren’t sure of yet. Clouds. One musician smokes/waits in the wings, observing.
Creating a Chaplinesque silent movie about a strange community, or three of it’s
members, who meet to create language with their instruments. They don’t speak.
They communicate with the sampler. The sampler speaks truths, In the end, it says
something shocking, arresting the musician in the wings. We might see the woman
appear in the far distance.
6. “Videos as Characters” Continuing the mystery woman narrative – she looks
different from episode 1. (maybe she transforms near us, or we see there are two
women, wigs etc.). Silhouette profiles of people in front of the video screens
(showing people or places), which at first are proportionate, then revealed as a
projected recordings - caressing and talking longingly around and to the screens.
Bussmann’s voice-over reading a detailed letter to a video-lover, maybe a letter of
apology for murdering them in the future (a parallel to story/editing) – intercut with
an actor (one posing as a musician in episode 5), approaching (the wings with the
woman), Close-Ups. End: the mysterious Lost highway-like woman in distress,
looking into a very close, observing, camera. A visual, emotional appeal for the
audience to see if she’s alright, in the Theatre. Freeze-frame of her – we could have
been watching a recording of a video screen, is she real? “The ENO at Young Vic”.

“ F o u r C h a r a c t e r s .”
A play adaption of
Steven Soderbergh’s
‘Sex, lies and videotape’ and
Pirandello’s
Six Characters in Search of an Author
Directed by Dmitry Tolonen

Prologue Textual “John in Limbo”
Audience has settled. House lights out. Black.
Cynthia appears and walks DS in front of the audience. Hair ruffled, she blows
flower petals from her palm towards the audience, yawning.
Cynthia
I’m just not up to performing in a film today. (She walks off to her US door position.)
(Female Voice over)
Sex, lies and videotape, draft.
Graham Dalton, twenty- nine. There is only one key in his key ring and it is in the
ignition.
Ann Bishop Millaney, twenty-six, sits opposite her therapist. She is an attractive
woman and there is a wedding ring on her left hand.
John Millaney, lawyer, twenty-nine, sits at his desk talking on the telephone. He
fingers the wedding ring on his left hand.
Cynthia Bishop, Ann’s sister, opens the door to reveal a freshly coiffed John
Millaney. She has a definite carnal appeal and a air of confidence that Ann lacks.
Prologue Visual
Music on, (Durufle’s pt. 8 “In Paradisum” from Requiem Op.9) and then lights up.
This short visual piece introduces John and Ann sitting on the corner of a
bed, as a variant of Adam and Eve sharing an apple. Durufle’s Mass for the Dead
sets it in a darker tone with John in red light and Cynthia taking Ann’s place on the
bed as Ann leaves for the psychiatrist’s chair (in the darkened downstage). Upstage,
we see a male figure, Graham, standing in front of a chest of drawers. His back is to
the audience. This formation will be repeated at the end with different characters in
the established roles.

One “The Establishing Plot”
As the music is ending, Doc enters (with small mirror) from downstage left, sips
drink from table, with small mirror, checks his appearance and shirt collar, looks at
his eyebrows, gives them a lick and looks straight into Ann’s face as is into a small
mirror. John and Cynthia are in bed upstage. As Doc enters the lights change for
scene one and he sits himself , back to audience, in front of Ann. She points a
remote control at him and starts (puts remote on his lap);

Ann
Garbage. All I’ve been able to think about all week is garbage. I mean I just can’t
stop thinking about it.
Doctor
what kind of thoughts about garbage?

Ann
(sighs) I just…I’ve gotten real concerned over what’s gonna happen with all the
garbage - we’ve got so much of it … you know, I mean we have to run out of places
to put this stuff, eventually. (beat) Last time I started to feel this way was when that
barge was stranded and you know it was going around that island and no one would
claim it, do you remember that ?
Doc
yes, I remember… do you have any idea what may have triggered this, um, concern?
Ann
(abruptly) yeah.. yeah, you see the other night John was taking out the garbage and
he kept spilling things out of the container and that made me - I started imagining
like a garbage can that produces garbage and it doesn’t stop - it just keeps
producing garbage and it just keeps on overflowing and you… you know , what
would you do, y’know, to try to stop something like that ?

Doc
Ann, do you see any pattern here?
Ann
what do you mean?
Doc
Well, last week we were talking about your obsession with the families of airline
fatalities and now we’re talking about your concern over the garbage problem…
Ann
Yeah. So?

Doc
Well, if you think about it, I think you’ll see that the object of your obsession is
invariably something negative which you have no control over.
Ann
Yeah …but how many people do you think run around obsessing over how great and
how happy things are. You know what, I mean, maybe they do, but I don’t think that
They ‘re in therapy – anyway…being happy isn’t all that great. I mean – the last time
I was really happy …I got so fat, I must’ve put on 25 pounds…I thought John was
gonna have a stroke.

John
(sits up to answer phone)
As soon as you get a ring on your finger, you start to get serious attention from the
opposite gender. Seriously, I wish I had Super Bowl tickets for every time some
philly just come up to me and start talking to me without the slightest provocation.
That never happened to me before I got married. Shit, if I’d known that I ‘d have
gone out and bought me a ring when I was eighteen and saved myself a lot of time
and money. (looks at his watch) Shit, I gotta be someplace. (quickly) Look, raquetball
Thursday? You’re the coolest (sits pensively with hands drooping over knees).

(Lights up on Graham shaving in front of a dresser, upstage left corner. Silence as he
dips his razor in water).
Doc
(to Ann, points indirectly to USR John and Cy) Are you still keeping these thoughts
from John ?
Ann
yes
Doc
Are you afraid of his reaction? Of his finding you silly for thinking of such things ?

Ann
No. I don’t know. I’m really angry at him right now. He’s invited some old college
friend of his to stay at our house for a couple of days, and he didn’t even ask me
about it. I mean, I would’ve said yes, I just wish he would’ve asked.
(at ‘really angry’ Doc looks at watch and leaves, as if nothing important was being
said. He takes a sip of drink from the table and throws a couple of coins on the
table. He moves towards his audience seat again. At the same time, Graham comes
down to the now silent Ann, sits on the psychiatrist’s chair and lands a dollop of
shaving cream on her nose. She laughs in a neurotic fashion like in Sei Personaggi
but quickly wipes the cream off and assumes her ‘serious’ face again. Cuts abruptly
to John.)
John
Oh, I’ve got to go back to the office.
Cynthia
I only get one today? Gee, how exciting.
(John rolls over and begins to put his clothes on)
John
I already skipped one meeting. I gotta get back.
Cynthia
John, if you want to leave, leave. My life doesn’t revolve around these little meetings,
y’know? (John is amused but curious)
John
Why don’t you just tell me what you really feel? (he stands up and begins to put on
the rest of his clothes) I have a friend coming in from out of town, I’ll probably be
spending some time with him the next couple of days.
Cynthia
Meaning we’ll have to cool it for a while, right ?
John
Right. (A silent shrug from Cynthia . John is almost completely dressed.)
John

I wish you quit that bartending job.
Cynthia
Why?
John
I hate the thought of guys hitting on you all the time.
Cynthia
I can handle it.

John
(joking) Sure.
Cynthia
And besides, the money is good and some of the guys are cute. And you are in no
position to be jealous.
John
Who said I was jealous?
Cynthia
I did.
(We now find Graham sitting where the psychiatrist was earlier.)
Ann
Well, I kind of tried it once. It just seemed stupid, I kept seeing myself lying there
and it seemed stupid, and kind of ,uh, I don’t know and then I was wondering if my
dead grandfather could see me doing this and it just seemed like a dumb thing to be
doing when we don’t know what to do with all that garbage, you know?
Graham moves back to dresser and removes shaving cream.
Cynthia (luxuriously, on the bed)
You know, I’d like to try your house sometime. The idea of doing it in my sister’s bed
gives me a perverse thrill. (John thinks about that)
John
(looking at Cynthia)
Oh, so it was recently that you tried this?

Ann
(pause) I’m just not up to having a guest in the dollhouse. (Ann clears the two chairs
away and starts setting the table for the next scene)
Cynthia
I wish I could tell everyone that Ann’s a lousy lay. The beautiful, the popular, Ann
Bishop Millaney.
John (not paying attention)
Could be risky.

Cynthia
Well, how about I just start a rumour, then.
John
No, I mean doing it at my house.
Cynthia
Afraid of getting caught?
John
Yeah!?
Cynthia
You should be. Can I meet this friend of yours?
John
Who, Graham? I gotta tell you, years ago – close. But now – I think we’re very
different now.
Cynthia
I’m intrigued.
John
You’re intrigued ?
Cynthia
Sure. Maybe he’s the man I’ve been looking for. Then I won’t have to fuck worried
husbands all the time.
John

(John looks at her for a moment before heading off) --Bye. (Cynthia remains in bed
for the whole duration of part two except for Ouija board. lights)
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The Mating Dance
Setting stage. Music grows loud and lights snap on.
“For God’s sake, Pete! Now you’ve ruined the dramatic entrance!”
Lights go off, music ends. Setting scene continues.
(to audience member)
“ Is this good ?(about bucket and chair) Is this better ? Do you want me to
leave?”
I hand out 6 prints of Muybridge photos. No words.
Then (to a man) “Huh? Lady, I don’t speak english”
I sit down. Spot on downstage chair fades up. Sound of breathing. I perform ‘sleeping man’ – after beat
I look straight at the audience, then ‘sleep’ again. Sound of violin glissandos begins. I start to toy with
The bucket in front of me, in an erotic manner, with my toes.
“If I did it in public, to raise consciousness, will that still make me a good person?”
I toy with the bucket. “Have you ever heard a head drop into a bucket?” ( I smile)
I go into left pocket for silver 5 pence coin., slowly drop it in the bucket.
“…and I could swear that my hands are shaking at the rate of 24 frames per second. Even if I close
my eyes, it won’t help – are you sure I’m not a cinematic image?”
At this, I tip the bucket towards the chaise long, spilling the water in it.
I stand up, ‘thoughtfully’, revealing a paper ‘Hi!’ note on the chair, and start pacing between the chair
and the chaise long. Lights up on chaise long as I start dressing, first a dark shirt on top of my white
one, and then a velvet jacket.
(1/2 improvise, walking and dressing, making footprints with the spilt water) “Ok, so which way
should I go about this… muttering, incomprehensible monologue, no sense. I can’t make out what
he’s saying. Ladies and gentlemen, this is what we call ‘padding’. Padding, yes. Padding is always
good, my Grand Ma used to say. That’s what you need now – well, of course, she was talking about
a different kind of padding.”
(bring out Cuba paper slip from right pocket)
(pause, reading) “I have not sewn my underpants to my socks. Whew! I’m sure some one must be
able to make sense of that”
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find Becky in audience and give letter to Josh to her. Tie dark shirt ‘under bust’
“I’ll have some text for here, next week”
Walk to puddle. “I’ll just dip my feet in here again…”
(at audience, hands in pocket, quick smile) “ and I’ll try not to smile…because I’m a professional
performer. (pause) he’s going for the jacket next”
I move to the chaise long. “And to conclude… (standing at chaise long) follow the stage directions;
do sexy mating dance, cross legs, lick lips”
sit down and take out psychiatrist’s notes on performing. Sit down , loud music starts. Take out
mirror, lick lips – music is interrupted twice, I look at the LX desk/ audience. After music, read text in
notes;
(cheesy German/ Austrian accent)
“One. Using inanimate objects reveals something about animate objects.”
“Two. A stage is divided and the segments are repeated (cyclically) to expose theatre
conventions.”
“Three. The scenes will contain clues [khlus] , clues that point back, to the origin and forward, to
the future.”
“Four. These clues will expose the mechanics of ‘relationality’ (mispronounce twice, then correctly)
of all quality – including that of what is seen – to the audience.”
(I suddenly turn to the upstage wall (empty) and shout)
“Did I ask you something?! – down, Sigi! Good! Boy!” (Turn back to audience and lick finger)
(show ‘five’ with fingers to LX desk/ audience) “Five. Sound will trigger new sides of familiar
scenes… images…like the (slide into cheesy French accent) shrink.”
“six. Monologue format of recognisable situation will be made absurd by having the character
have an out of body experience, becoming a ‘dialogue’ to someone ‘unseen’ ”
(I look at the audience and go to check the upstage curtains. I sit back down. I signal to Dana to ‘get
going already’ to her hiding spot behind the curtains. She scurries across the stage like she’s late for
class. I look around sitting, like looking at traffic.
“you can depend on all of this being lies”
I stand up, point at the chaise long “ she’s lying”
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(I get out cigarette, walk towards table, singing ); “ and I hadn’t got a care in the world, ‘cause that’s
what I looked like…with blood on my fingers” (point finger at Lx desk. Jazz music starts. I stand,
looking at my cigarette and the lantern above and sit down by table with _ back to audience.)
“Bloody stamp collecting habit, it really cramps my style (a laugh male and then female) “what?
(pause) It’s hard being a Russian- Japanese Jesus impersonator woman” (turn face to audience)
“You could tell right away, couldn’t you? It’s transparent.”
I lift up a glass – cheers to the audience
“Actually, I better not” I put the glass down and start blowing bubbles. I start looking at picture cards
of flowers: “Ah,” (flicking them over, I turn to the audience ) “beautiful, eh? – can you see?
(ends with female asian eyes card) “These are the moments in life”
(enthusiastically) “I remember making love to a mermaid once – when I met her –we couldn’t talk
because, well, we we’re under water and well, because she didn’t speak English. It was all fin(n)s
and scales, but in slow motion… anyway, I’d always had a thing about Disney animation.”
(pause) “Being a really important person, I forget things (pause ) ; I once forgot a whole world (blow
bubbles) – and then people came up with theories about how God neglected the people (I look at the
audience ) I was having a BAD DAY !! Anyway,”
(I stand up and brush my self) “life is good ( wiggle toes), surprises are fun”
Sound of violin glissandos.
Curtains open to reveal Dana - I flick cigarette away, and go to her. She embraces me and I enclose her
In the curtains. I turn and walk to the upstage door to collect the easel . I signal to Lx desk and extras
by “thumbs up” . Zappa end music begins. I come out ‘dancing’ with easel - or drag it down to
downstage right. The extras go behind the curtains so that their toes/ shoes show. I walk, in
stereotypical female Japanese and macho/ butch styles to the CS chair and sit down on it, like a child,
hugging my feet . Lights out as Zappa ‘Amnerika’ music self-fades out.

END
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Post Modern Project
Dmitry Tolonen
MA Theatre Practices
Working title: Tracing Paper
Fragments: materials for a multimedia performance to be developed
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A simultaneous four-way split-screen stands in front of a departmentalised audience. The
audience has been given a ticket with a seat number. Several seats have been specified, as
well, to have an additional ‘card’ with an instruction to do something on cue from the
films. Several people in the same block of audience will have the same instruction, so
that people can feel more enthused about participating.
Characters (note at least 3 needed)
-

-

-

-

Card instructions and film cues:

Elements of the whole performance are treated as a set of questions, or a question, rather
than answers or a fully working continuity. Some chaos will ensue – let the audience take
initiative and be responsible for making sense of it.
A celebration of impermanence – Sally Potter
The performance materials are the negative producing an absent positive print that is the
event - [A. Kurosawa]
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-

Transfer/ence and hybridity of identities – human individuality arrives from
existing at the crossroads of others. Or, does it - what is ‘self’?
Each screen can have a different culture, social position or linguistic element
Each screen follows a narrative from the point of view of its respective character,
which leads the audience into believing that this is the main protagonist in the
whole ‘film’.
Each screen could be represented by a different genre narrating the same or a
similar daily act/ion or story:

The Screens______________________________________________________________
The first, upper left screen will offer a thesis storyline (or, element);
- Somewhere in this screen, someone, the ‘main protagonist’of this screen, is carrying out
an action which is important to them at that moment.
Write action:
The one to its right will counter with an antithesis;
- This person here is carrying out something similar (even thematically), though reacts to
and opposes-rejects-ignores it in some way.
Write action:
The third screen, under the first, will join these to assume the stance of synthesis;
- Here, the ‘main protagonist’ passes through the previous sequence in an individual
manner and ‘learns’ from it, ie. learns a way of behaviour/a solution via synthesis.
Action:
The fourth screen, to the right, will mostly be a blackened screen - and negate the
development of synthesis in the narrative and try to link to the first, creating a simulacra;
(- ‘You are being manipulated’: The audience is mobilised and encouraged to unlearn
synthesis, or learns to contextualise information. Is this the same thing?)
Strategy/device for blackened Screen:

The ‘fourth space’, is a combination of the narrative and visceral consciousnesses of the
screening room especially screen four, an accompanying transcendental voice/story-line,
and ‘the outside’.
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Occurences for the ‘fourth space’ will be created at an off-stage area, by the participants;
by their absence from the audience or via live camera feed.
-The fourth space employs a device/trigger, which reassembles the order of screens and
thus the logical flow of them. Does one arrive at synthesis, if you leave out the antithesis?
Are we talking about real matter or ideas? What is the gap between the flesh/body and the
image/word?
Off-stage area description and action/strategy:
The fourth space is accompanied by a narrative storyline, which will attempt to unify the
disarray of the other impulses. It is important though that this is the voice of a
pathological liar, so that the narrative unity it affords is at best a cul-de-sac. The audience
members are led into a relationship of trust by this voice, which escorts them out of the
main performance area, the screening room. It is here that the audience members will be
encouraged to empathise with people following their instruction cards.
Voice’s narrative-line:

References to/influences/intertexts with – to be worked on;
Lotte in Italia –Godard
Brecht and dialectic logic, going beyond synthesis to non-savoir
American ‘screen texts’ of the avant-garde, eg. Yoko Ono, Maya Deren
Fefu and her friends – Maria Irene Fornes, relationship of naturalism, narrative and the
absurd
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Latino Theatre in the US
Maria Delgado

“Iconoclasm of identity: Shaping the mainstream through
‘Phantom Patria’ in the works of Svich , Rivera, Fornes and Moraga”

Mikhail Bakhtin credits the Russian scholar Vyacheslav Ivanov with the first proper “grope
towards this basic structural feature of Dostoevsky’s artistic world”1. By this Bakhtin is referring to
Ivanov’s idea of ‘affirming someone else’s “I”’ as a central characteristic concerning the relative
freedom of Dostoevsky’s characters that Bakhtin was later to build his work on. In his notion of
‘dialogism’ within a novel and between voices heard and unheard in it, Bakhtin goes further than
Ivanov’s ‘affirmation’, which can be seen as a type of religious and cathartic sympathy forcing a
character (and the reader) to aspire to a single, pre-determined end or identity.
Making fictive voices within a novel more open-ended and thus more democratic - meaning being freed
from the objectification of the author - Bakhtin doesn’t completely forgo a kind of objectification of
the character: namely that by the reader. However, this serves another purpose. Bakhtin now makes
meaning in the novel more jointly subservient between reader, text and author, but he has changed the
setting by making the reader more responsible or politicised the reader. This means at least two things.
First, this does allow for multiple interpretations from the novel, something that, as new voices arise,
will reflect in the societi(es) that read it. In this sense the thoughts of Bakhtin’s will have a liberating
effect forcing a negotiation of positions in a society as represented (in types of) fiction.
Secondly, as in a sense, the creativity of the reader or audience is turned on, they are simultaneously
made aware of their creating or participating: of their authority of voice. How this relates to Bakhtin
and his link between literature, language and democratic negotiation is important (as seen with later
critics from Julia Kristeva to, more recently, the critic and playwright Caridad Svich) as this removes
the idea of the static or neutral reader.
In her article ‘Drama and the Dialogic Imagination’, Helene Keyssar critiques Bakhtin’s oddly
dismissive attitude towards drama. Bringing Bakhtin into the realm of feminist drama and
performance, she writes: “The continuous recreation of meaning, what Bakhtin calls the heteroglossia

of communication, is the basic condition and phenomenon of theatre”2 .Keyssar then continues on to
reveal the polyphonous possibilities of drama, starting from Greek tragedy to contemporary ‘avantgarde’ theatre like that of Maria Irene Fornes’s; dropping a hint as to the growing importance of
multiple interpretation of voices, in the dialogue of contemporary society.
The intention of this essay, likewise, is not to provide any kind of in-depth ‘Bakhtinian’
interpretations of the subject matter, but only to discover links between such types of thinking and a
specific theory, mentality or state, of cultural exchange: the concept of a 'Phantom Patria' by Caridad
Svich. The aim, also, is to explore how the playwrights in the title of the essay have negotiated issues
around the notion of 'Phantom/Patrias' ;in ways that are manifest through the aesthetics and style of
the writers in the general ideological worlds or specified ethnic, cultural, sexual or political contexts
that engage the characters, playwrights and audience.
Caridad Svich re-coins the term 'Patria', usually a place of origin, a motherland, in her essay
"Home, desire, memory: There are no borders here" - she describes it as "the repository of
memory"3.Although this term and the context (Svich's cultural and ethnic 'heritage') which it is placed
in has an instantly geographical ring to it,it is an extremely ambiguous term. It is not, along with
similar questions of ‘longing’, directly obvious what memory wraps in itself. Adding the attribute
‘phantom’ is equally ambiguous. Adding it naturally helps in the geographical-cultural sense, but to
read deeper into these terms, one can see ‘Phantom Patria’ as a tool of critiquing the notion of ‘patria’,
a ‘meta-patria’ from a theorist who doesn’t see questions of culture and identity as something one can
‘dissect’ clearly.
It can’t necessarily be said that memory is a discriminantly mental issue, it could well include
the body. It is not sure what is longed for. Including the body into the theoretical framework allows
for ‘oblique’ tangents in theory –ideas not ironed out by systems – to enter into the dialogue and
inform points of view. It is likely that , untouched upon by Bakhtin, issues around his term
‘Tchuzhoi’ (other, different) – which had to do with different epochs, voices (in literary texts and
society) and economic class – could now be appropriated by contemporary questions of ‘the Other’.It is
interesting to see possibilities of ‘Phantom/Patrias’, for an audience, involving issues of gender, issues
around gender, sexual/political, ethnic orientations, a topic I shall return to later.
All of these playwrights seem to be approaching questions surrounding ‘Otherness’
within ones identity, from different angles and apparently for different reasons. However,one
peculiarity arises from the searching of these individual writers: whatever this Otherness concerns,
presuming they admit to it, they will not show – at least not directly. They are all ‘Hispanic’ or

‘Latino’ , or labelled so, and so this should undoubtedly be a common feature - however it is not
obvious that this theme of Latinidad should be the most important – named – reason for that
appearance of types of ‘Phantom/Patria’ in their plays.
Some of their plays – with Fornes especially – are conspicuous in lack of Latino
ethnic markers: some use these markers for different political ends but at least the dynamics of topics
discussed are there; gender, sexuality, morality (though no clear answers), dynamics in sexual and racerelations. Perhaps , more accurately, it would be appropriate to speak of the possibility of interpreting
elements of ‘Phantom/Patrias’ within the plays – rather than to forcibly claim that these playwrights
all intended to deal with ‘multiple voices’. This is especially interesting with Maria Irene Fornes and
her legacy; a writer, who as a director wants to exert strict authorial control over her text, but who as a
writer strives to liberate text from its own limitations of exposition, sexual politics etc.
These writers come from Cuba, Puerto Rico, Mexico, Argentina, Spain, the east
coast and the west coast – to presume a clear ,Disney-ed homogeneity in the experiences and work of
these people, other than arising from the influence of Fornes on her pupils, is indicative of ‘our’
(western 1st world) culture and the way the western world sees itself as ‘unified’ and ,as strongly seen
with Rivera, Moraga and Svich, almost without a proper (understanding) of history.
Caridad Svich utilises different styles of imagery and writing as she developes her
ideas and lets the situation s of her plays unfold. This merging of different aesthetics and sensibilities
is not a difficult space for her, although, bringing confusion along with joy and knowledge it is not
the simplest of solutions. She writes: “These phantom images of countries that are in my bloodmemory have created in me an anoramiento , a longing, for places I hardly even know, and have
made me feel as if I am also in exile. Out of this paradoxical state, I write, re-imagining the United
States from within”.4
Svich’s identity reflects not only her North American , Latina but also European roots.
Reading her texts one sees how an all-pervasive idea of influences affects a ‘make-up’ of her identity:
everything she’s lived, everything she’s experienced or read – is part of her. She speaks ‘from
situations’ , from cross-roads, from a point, where you can see the dimensions of a unique and
particular existence. She writes elsewhere5 about the importance of being present and staying active. Of
taking action.
The theme of active/passive and how it relates to identity is something passed on from
Fornes (from Chekhov) to Svich. The idea of not becoming, the notion of the dynamics of life, the
possibility of saying something significant as a human and changing something importantly.” Any
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Paluu Aavikolle – Bernard-Marie Koltès
- Tämänhetkisessä globaalissa kulttuurissa, jossa ihmiset liikkuvat monesti
yhtä vapaasti kuin raha, huomaamme, ettei omaa kulttuuriperintömme
muutosta erota geneettisen perimämme muutoksesta enää mikään. Mikä on
‘suomalaista’ tänään; ja kuvittelemmeko todella, että olisi mahdollista palata
menneseen?
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Dmitry Tolonen
Ohjaaja/Director
Näytekäännös näytelmästä:
Paluu Aavikolle
(eng. käännös David Bradby, alk. Le Retour au Désert - Bernard.Marie Koltès )
ensi-ilta Théâtre du Rond-Point, Pariisi (Patrice Chereau)1988
Henkilöt:
Mathilde Serpenoise
Adrien, hänen veljensä, teollisuusjohtaja.
Mathieu, Adrienin poika
Fatima, Mathilden tytär
Edouard, Mathilden poika
Marie Rozérieulles, Adrienin ensimmäinen vaimo, kuollut
Marthe, hänen siskonsa, Adrienin nykyinen vaimo
Maame Queuleu, taloudenhoitaja
Aziz, palvelija
Suuri Musta Laskuvarjojääkäri
Saïfi, kahvilan pitäjä
Plantières, poliisipäällikkö
Borny, lakimies
Sablon, maaherra (monsieur le Prefect)
Pienkaupunki Itä-ranskassa 1960-luvun alussa

Kohtaus 15
Saïfin kahvila.
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Saïfi
(- Aziz, pidä kiirettä, sinun ja ystäviesi on lähdettävä; pyydä
heitä maksamaan, niin suljen kahvilan.)
Aziz
(- Eihän ole aika lähteä vielä, Saïfi; miksi tällainen hoppu?)
Saïfi

suljen nyt; maksakaa ja lähtekää.

Aziz

maksa miehelle

Mathieu

kusipää ajattelee aina vain rahaa

Aziz
(- Mikä hätänä, Saïfi?)
Saïfi
(- Minun pitää sulkea putiikki, uskotko jo - )
Turpa kiinni. En halua harmia. Maksakaa nyt ja pitäkää kiirettä.
Maksa minulle.

(- Aziz, älä maleksi kaduilla tänään. Fasistit ovat liikkeellä.)
Ne ovat tulossa polttamaan kahvilani maan tasalle.He ovat
tulleet hulluksi. Maksa minulle.

(- Aziz, Aziz, älä lähde kotoa tänään. Pyydä heitä maksamaan
ja häipykää. )
Aziz

Maksa hänelle.
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Mathieu

Maailma on mennyt sekaisin Jokaisella nautinnolle on jo
annettu hinta. Olen tympääntynyt nautintoihin.

Edouard

Älä sure, Mathieu, podet vain yhdynnän jälkeistä melankoliaa..

Mathieu

Miksi naiset antautuvat sinulle, Edouard? Olet näppyläinen ja
nälkiintyneen näköinen. Naiset ovat kyllä typeriä, en tule
koskaan ymmärtämään heitä.

Edouard

tulet ymmärtämään, tulet ymmärtämään.

Saïfi

Täällä on kulkenut joku ulkopuolinen; olen nähnyt hänen
odottelevan kahvilan ulkopuolella jo muutaman kerran, eilen,
sitä edellisenä päivänä, ja taas tänään.

Edouard

ehkä hän tuli etsimään hutsuja

Saïfi

ei - hän ei poistunit huoran kanssa…

Mathieu

hän oli vain vierailulla alueella, kävelyllä. Eikö ihminen voi
mennä kävelylle naapuristoosi, Saïfi, ilman että pelästyt?

Saïfi

tähän naapuristoon ei kukaan tule kävelylle – enkä sanonut
olevani pelästynyt.

( - ystäväsi ovat persreikiä, Aziz, en halua nähdä heitä täällä
uudelleen. )
Mathieu

lopeta tuo arabipaskan jauhaaminen

Aziz
( - En tuo heitä takaisin, lupaan. )
Saïfi

maksa minulle

Mathieu

miksi pyydät minua maksamaan, Saïfi? Pöydän äärellä istuu
kolme meitä; sairaan näköinen, arabi ja minä. Miksi minä olen
aina se, joka maksaa?

Aziz

minä en ole arabi
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Marisol – José Rivera
Ovatko yhteiskunnalliset rakenteet ja perinteet meidän suojaverkkomme,
kuin suojelusenkeli, johon olemme tottuneet? Mitä jos – markkinoiden,
Jumalan, taikka valtion priorisoinnin takia – joutuisimmekin omillemme,
vaille suojelusenkeliä, huolehtimaan omistamme kaoottisessa maailmassa?
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Dmitry Tolonen
Ohjaaja/Director
Näytekäännös näytelmästä:
Marisol
(José Rivera)
Ensi-ilta: New York Shakespeare Festival, NYC (Michael Greif) - toukokuu 1993.

Henkilöt:
Enkeli.
Marisol.
Nuori nainen.
Golfmaila, Jäätelömies, Lenny, Arpikudos.
June.
Turkisnainen.
Radioääni/kuuluttaja.
Äänet, Kodittomat.
Aika ja Paikka:
New York, tänään.

Ensimmäinen näytös
Kohtaus 1
New York City, juuri nyt.
Valot syttyvät ylänäyttämön levyiselle ja teatterin korkuiselle
tiiliseinälle.Seinässä olevia ikkunoita suojaa turvakalterit. Korkeimmalla
olevat ikkunat on suljettu lankuilla.
Spraymaalattuna seinälle seuraava graffitiruno:
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Kuu nostaa kuolleiden sielut ylös taivaaseen.
Uusi kuu on pimeä ja tyhjä.
Se täyttyy joka kuukausi
uusilla, hohtavilla sieluilla
sen jälkeen kantaa äänettömän taakkansa Jumalalle. HERÄÄ.
Sana “Herää” näyttää siltä, kuin sen olisi joku muu lisännyt runoon
jälkeenpäin.
Seinästä alaspäin viistoon laskeutuvat pitkät tikkaat. Niillä istuu Marisolin
suojelusenkeli. Enkeli on ottanut nuoren musta naisen muodon. Hänellä on
päällään reikäiset farkut, tennarit ja musta T-paita. Enkelin mustan
timanttiniitein koristellun mustan nahkatakin selällä roikkuu elottomasti
hopeiset enkelinsiivet. Vaikka hän säteilee valtavaa lämpöä ja valoa,
hänessä on jotain väsynyttä ja yksinäistä; hän näyttää urbaanilta sissiltä,
kärsivältä, loppuunpalaneelta, menetetyn aatteen sotilaalta. Enkeli katsoo
alla kehittyvää kohtausta levottomana.
Taivaalla leijuu pieni, läpinäkyvään lasikaappiin istutetttu kultainen kruunu.
Valot syttyvät metrovaunussa;jota esittää törkyinen penkki.
Myöhään illalla. Myöhään talvella.
Marisol Perez, viehättävän näköinen Puerto Ricolainen nainen, 26, istuu
metrovaunussa. Marisolilla on tummat hiukset ja syvästi tummat, älykkäät
silmät. Hän on nuori koulutettu kaupunkilainen; fiksusti pukeutunut, kulkee
New York Times käsissään, ja paluumatkalla kovan Manhattanin
toimistotyöpäivän jälkeen Broxissa sijaitsevaan asuntoonsa. Hänellä on
yllään raskaat talvivaatteet. Hänellä ei ole aavistustakaan että enkeli seuraa
häntä.
METROKUULUTTAJA …ja hyvää illanjatkoa kaikille
naismatkustajillemme. Seuraavksi180. kadun
pysäkki, joka on päätepysäkki. Liikkukaa ripeästi,
varjelkaa tavaroitanna älkääkä luottako kehenkään.
(Golfmaila astuu vaunuun. Hän on nuori valkoinen mies likaisessa mustassa
T-paidassa ja repaleisissa farkuissa; hänen rasvaiset hiuksensa roikkuvat
liekehtivien silmien edessä. Kengät ovat rikki ja hänen mielensä järkkynyt.
Mies katsoo Marisolia ja ’ampuu’ häntä konekivääri-mailallaan.
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Marisol on totuttautunut näyttämään pelottomalta metrossa. Hän syventyy
lehteensä. Mies puhuu Marisolille).
GOLFMAILA

Itse shokki se lopulta minut vei. Olin niin shokissa
etten pystynyt näkemään muuta kuin kipua
ympärilläni: kierresyöksyssä olevia pieniä kivun
pyrstötähtiä johtuen siitä, mitä enkeli oli juuri
kertonut minulle.

(Odottaa reaktiota Marisolilta)
Näetkös, hän oli aina ollut takanani. Olin jo
ehtinyt luottaa häneen. Oma jumalansiunaama
pieni enkeli! Oma lahjani taivaasta!
(Ei mitään. Golfmaila liikahtaa Marisolia kohti, joka nostaa nopeasti
katseensa arvioiden uhkaa).
MARISOL

Auta armias, jos tuut mesoo mulle!

GOLFMAILA

…mutta eilen illalla hän ryömi laatikkooni 180.
kadulla Bronxissa. Minä nukuin; ei erikoisia
mielenliikutuksia muuten kuin tavanomainen
paniikki mahani tyhjyydestä, piiskaava tuuli ja
miten, oi, miten voisin korvata kadonneen Citibank
MasterCardini?

MARISOL

Mulla ei ole rahaa.

(Marisol yrittää välttää miestä, esittäen viileää. Mies seuraa.)
GOLFMAILA

…taittoi hopeat enkelinsiivensä nahkatakkinsa alle
ja hiipi pahvilaatikkooni viime yönä… luoden
ilmavirran, säikähtäen herättäen minut,
tunnustaen, että hänen olisi jätettävä minut
ainiaaksi…

MARISOL

(hätkähtäen) mee jätkä hankkimaan itelles duuni!

GOLFMAILA

Etkö tajua? Hän pelasti minut kerran natsiskinien
polttoleikeiltä Van Cortlandin Parkissa! Tajuaako
rouva nyt? Asun kadulla! Olen mennyttä miestä
ilman suojelusenkeliä! Musta tulee
purtavaa…vitunmoinen alkupala kaikille
Hitlerjugendeille ja heidän kanistereilleen…
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(Mies syöksyy repimään lehteä Marisolilta. Marisol hyppää pystyyn,
valmiiina tappeluun).
MARISOL

(Jumalalle) Okei, Jumala! Tapa se! Vedä sitä
turpaan nyt!

GOLFMAILA

(oikeasti huolestunut): joka tarkoittaa, ettei
sinuakaan enää suojella. Sinun suojelusenkelisi
jättää sinut. Tarkoittaen, että seuraavan neljän,
viiden sekunnin aikana, voisin vaikuttaa koko
elämäsi kulkuun…

MARISOL

(Jumalalle) Räjäytä se palasiksi! Muuta
suolapatsaaksi!

GOLFMAILA

(Rauhallisena, miltei säälien): voisin tehdä sinusta
minut. Voisin hoitaa, että aina kun katsot
peiliin…joka kerran kun uneksit…tai suljet silmäsi
jotenkin toivottomasti uskoen, että tämä pelastaa
sinut painajaisilta…uskot muuttuneesi minuksi…

(Mies liikahtaa taas Marisolia kohti, ja enkeli reagoi. Korvia raastava huuto
metron jarruttaessa, heittäen Marisolin ja miehen yht’äkkiä toiselle puolelle
vaunua. Mies kaatuu. Marisol käyttää mahdollisuutta hyväkseen ja puskee
häiriintyneen miehen, ja juoksee metrosta kadulle. Vaunussa pimenee. Mies
menee.pimeän alla.)
Kohtaus 2
Valot syttyvät kadulla: pieni, tyhjä alue jossa runneltu kaupungin
roskasäiliö. Sataa kevyesti lunta. Värisevä Marisol pysähtyy katsomaan
ylös. Ristii itsensä.
MARISOL

Kiitos.

(Ei vastausta Enkeliltä. Lumisade loppuu Marisolin poistuessa kadulta ja
saapuu:)
Kohtaus 3
Valot syttyvät Marisolin asuntoon: sänky, pöytä, lamppu, kello, kylpyhuone
kulisseissa, ja seinällä isokokoinen, romantisoitu kuva perinteisestä
katolisesta suojelusenkelistä.
Hän kiirehtii sisään, läimäyttäen ja lukiten oven lukkoon. Juoksee ikkunalle
tarkistaakseen että portit ovat lukitut.

Shakespeare after Shakespeare
Dmitry Tolonen
“Akira Kurosawa’s ‘Kumonosu-jo’ (1957):
materials between beginning and end”

Beginnings
“If I could answer that, it wouldn’t have been
necessary for me to have filmed the scene, would it?”i
Kurosawa’s filmic version of Macbeth, ‘Kumonosu-jo’ (Throne of Blood) is,
according to the BBC, a tale “Mixing ruthless ambition, violence and breakdown with
elements of classical Noh theatre”ii.But it is much more than that.
In fact, it is substantially more than this rather obvious - because it is
regressive - statement , which states only that which at once meets the eye.
Kumonosu-jo, made in 1957 and several years after Orson Welles’s Macbeth (1948)
and its rival Sir Laurence Olivier’s Hamlet (1948), is a relevant film even today.
Beyond Welles’s expressionist-filmic and Olivier’s psychological achievements,
Kurosawa’s work seems to offer further depths in terms of combination and conflict
between, at the very least, the film’s form, ‘statements’ and Kurosawa’s respective
reflections.
It is an interesting film, firstly, because knowing it to be a work based on
Shakespeare, we are confronted by a considerably new context in which to base its
story. The prospect of watching a Macbeth steeped in a culture (and its signs) that is
foreign to us, offers almost infinite ‘chances of getting the message wrong’.
Gradually, learning the new signs and codes, we acquire a new consciousness, in a
sense, and begin slowly to ‘read’ these signs and codes in their context, but even then
we will notice a possibility of play in our inconsistency in reading these signs.
This question would gradually take us to the problems confronted in
consistently reading texts ‘one way’ in general, as onto the question of a script or
playtext as materials for performance and (vice versa). This essay will generally try to
shun or avoid issues in Post-colonial discourse , approaches to non Anglo- or

Eurocentric materials, that suppose a one-directional influence and that hierarchic
orders of using these materials in relation to each other should be fixed.
Secondly, Kumonosu-jo differs from traditional Macbeths as well as Welles’s
and Olivier’s films, of course in its ultra-cinematic nature, but in its use of time and
ellipsis in narration. Although not a matter of reciprocal exchange in the 1950siii,
Kurosawa at least was influenced by the young French film-makers of the nouvelle
vague - to a similar extent as he was in his earlier work by Soviet montage; ie.
Pudovkin, Vertov and Eisenstein.
Looking at Kumonosu-jo, one sees how by a process of editing, Kurosawa is
deliberately placing emphasis on the viewer as a conspirator for meaning in (the) film.
Ambivalence in narration, such as the order and disjunction of reaction shots at the
end of Godard’s A Bout de Souffle - as Jean-Paul Belmondo ‘dies’ ultra-theatrically will continue, albeit less radically, in compression of time in Kumonosu-jo, in its
disjunction or ‘deleting’ of events such as the murder of Banquo and his son (depicted
symbolically by two separated shots of wild horses).
Ultimately, even the ‘Buddhist’ frame of the film will be affected: the
beginning and end shots of the film, where a Buddhist determinism is evoked , in the
depiction of a funeral post in mist. This ‘unity’( and thus determinism) is disturbed b
at least two narrative, structural and contextual points.
Firstly, the cyclical unity is, as it were, ‘perforated’ by a directional visual
detail of the post; at the beginning the post itself is shown (shot) through a travel/tilt
shot in Close-up, whereas the enclosing fence is shot in Full-shot in the mist without
the post. At the end, ,however, the post is shown clearly within the confines of the
fence and the shot is placed in between two other shots of Cobweb Castle. According

to John Collick, this is done to dilate space and time to unite these two geographical
markers.iv
The importance of this is that it does imply the presence of a cyclical (Eastern) and a
linear (Western) temporality in a single act (the prediction).
Secondly, Kurosawa’s notion of auteurism, in so far as one can use the term,
necessitates a reflexivity of its consciousness in the films’ overall ‘ideology’ and a
notion of ‘incompleteness’, which he derived from his earlier nihilist-inspired thought
as well as from the Buddhist conventions of ‘mu’ (nothingness) and ‘ku’ (from
Japanese dramatic and pictorial arts, denoting ‘empty space’)v.In other words, a piece
of his work reflects him, obliquely interferes with his life(-facts) and is incomplete or
imperfect (as are the conflicting elements in Kumonosu-jo).
Referring to Bakhtin and Barthes, James Goodwin states that for Kurosawa “in
basing earlier memory in the film works themselves, the autobiography presents
subjectivity as a function of textuality”vi.While not an original argument, I will go on
to argue that this incompleteness in forming his films stems also from the negation of
personality and events that happened concerning Kurosawa’s brother Heigo.
Thirdly, in Kumonosu-jo, we see themes of sexual politics changed in contrast
to traditional Macbeth representations. Of course, it seems obvious to suggest that in a
different environment, something in the content of at least outer form will change. It
is less simplistic to claim that something foundational in the construction of characters
or development in story will change with the change in balance of issues surrounding
sexual politics.
One definite curiosity in Kumonosu-jo, is the partial implementation of Noh
and masks into the plot and environment. What is also interesting is the economy of
the use of these ‘devices’ in statements one can ‘participate’ in. In addition to the self-

reflexivity of the film (as in Noh theatre itself - creating one level of mise-en-abime
play) the masks and shot/frame size contribute to relay signs of sexuality or intimacy
and society.
And, finally, in very broad strokes, the film offers a new approach - again in
contrast to Welles’s covertly set, expressionist universe - to ethics or a morality when
Kurosawa’s comments on life, humanity and problematic ‘truths’ are consulted.vii
These prove ultimately to be in some kind of conflict with not only the man (and his
progression in life) but also his body of work.
Here, Barthes’s notion of biographemesviii in Kurosawa’s life come again to be
read in conjunction with his oeuvre - producing the ‘final’ composite of ‘open’
reception of his films - an aesthetic ethics, where for Kurosawa, the act of filming and
to the viewer, of ‘writing’, becomes an essential part of the archaeology of
Kurosawa’s films - and of a contemporary existentialist view of life. As seen earlier,
Kurosawa’s reflection on his work won’t necessarily coincide with the film form; nor
will it with the traditional Macbeths - or with Japonised Shakespeare for that matter.

‘Hiroshima mon amour’ and inter(rogative) texts
We have already discussed ,in passing, the influence that French New Wave
film-making had on Kurosawa (the Cahiers critics were only to acknowledge Kenji
Mizoguchi in the1950six - a film maker of influence to Kurosawa): as he was a very
modern, cine-literate and active film-goer, the liberating ideas of a strong, youthful
group of cineasts must have been appealing to him.
Similarly, the conditions of the two countries France and Japan (though by no
means unique) had a lot in common , especially where film(culture) was concerned; in

France, Truffaut had famously called for a new cinema against the ‘Tradition of
Quality’ and the cinema of ‘Papa’.x
Although very much like Kurosawa, Truffaut & co, at times sounded like a
strong politically motivated new establishment , the ultimate importance in both film
makers, as well as others such as Godard - was in crating aesthetic ‘devices’. It was
these ‘devices’ that had the ability of being politically constructive or deconstructive.
Though not that far fetched to make a connection, Alain Resnais’s film from 1959,
Hiroshima mon amour, can serve as an interesting intertext to Macbeth as it is - even
more so in the context of themes of Eros/Thanatos and Franco-Japanese relations:
creating disruptions in the way we‘ve traditionally read Macbeth and its ending.xi
The main themes of “ambition, violence and breakdown” and of sexual
manipulation , interesting themes though they are, are often treated in a crude or, to
say the least, predictable way when it comes to Shakespeare’s Macbeth. Taken into
the realm of Freud and established psychoanalysis, we don’t seem to be getting any
further from a basic notion, that (it is specifically) Lady Macbeth’s libidinal energies
that have been re-directed into an all-consuming ambition that she will push to any
length to quench its desire.
Orson Welles’s version of Macbeth in all its stylisation (economic constraints
taken into account) re-iterates the same - through sparse use of mise-en-scene,
blocking and lighting. With his film it is slightly bizarre that he persist on a ‘unity of
vision’ call, since the history of its production, as are the versions (3) of the film;
scattered and inconsistent.xii
Such previous themes and approaches can be taken into account, however,
utilised and amalgamated into new hybrid forms of interpretations. The signs of
Filmxiii in Kurosawa’s cine-literate work, and these in the context of genres and

traditions -ie. as Cinema (including previous cinema) - can be re-configured, redeveloped and interpreted with different balances, even to create different meanings.
Kumonosu-jo being a film, like Hiroshima mon amour, with a complex of multiple
layers - though conceived in different ways, serves as afresh approach to filmic and
intercultural, intertextual Shakespeare.
With obliquely crossing themes, with these contradicting, with the processes
of production revealed and supposed answers denied; with problematising selfreflexivity as well as documentary/realism, these films together offer new
permanently displaced characters in search of authors.
One of the main points of interest in choosing Hiroshima mon amour as an
adjoined text has absolutely nothing to do with sex, though it may be transparently
over the realm. The problem at hand , for Kurosawa, goes all the way back to
Dostoevskyxiv and Akira’s real-life brother, Heigo. The themes of ‘the Traitor’
(though psychoanalysis would have its genesis in sexual shame and fear of
humiliation) and ‘Double’ are of utmost importance and a red thread through the
works of Kurosawa and Resnais.
Living in a strongly hierarchical society and in a family of a long military
tradition, Kurosawa - yet having a caring father - was the youngest and not of topnotch ‘military material’. Through a progression of shocking events he witnessed with
his brother ,such as the Kanto region earthquake in 1923, a serious accident leaving
his brother Heigo severely wounded and moments in his live where, after his brother’s
failure at an entrance examination, the most of the children was expected of him ,
Akira felt a gap between beneficial progression for him as contrasted with his (‘less
fortunate’) brother.

